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Gladiolus Varieties in Floriculture Trial 
Gardens at Iowa State College
B y  E. C. V o l z  a n d  D. C. F a i r b u r n
One of the few gladiolus trial gardens in the United States is 
located at Ames, Iowa. This project was established in 1929 by 
the Iowa Gladiolus Society and the Department of Horticulture 
at Iowa State College. It has enjoyed the active cooperation 
of gladiolus breeders and commercial growers. The purpose of 
this garden is to make a comparative study of new and impor­
tant varieties of gladioli to determine their commercial value 
and general adaptability. The value of this trial garden from a 
demonstration point of view alone can hardly be overestimated. 
ThQusands of plant lovers visit the garden annually to inspect 
and study the blooms of the named varieties of this popular 
flower. The entire stock now under observation has been ac­
quired by voluntary contribution of gladiolus growers and 
originators. These donated corms are held for test and demon­
stration only ; none are for sale or otherwise distributed. Com­
plete records are taken on season, racial character, vigor, habits 
of growth, color, markings and commercial value. This infor­
mation is available to all who desire it, and it is the purpose of 
this bulletin to present tabulated results of performance records 
taken on the outstanding varieties under trial over a one-year 
and in some cases a two-year period. There are 253 varieties 
in this special list.
The gladiolus is one of the most important flowers in the 
United States. The present low cost of corms is a great induce­
ment to home gardeners to add the gladiolus to their flower col­
lection. As a result of this there is a great commercial demand 
for corms of the thousands of popular varieties now in exis­
tence. There are many reasons why the gladiolus is such a 
popular flower. Ready adaptability to soil and climatic condi­
tions has made it possible to grow this flower in all parts of the 
world. It is showy without being coarse and as a garden sub­
ject is much used where bright color is needed. Most gladiolus 
growers, however, favor this pladt not for its garden value 
alone, but because. it is so practical and adaptable as a cut 
flower in home decoration and for exhibition purposes. Un­
limited colors, unusual types of bloom, excellent keeping quali­
ty and long blooming season are some of the reasons given by 
gladiolus growers for choosing this plant as their favorite.
A study of the commercial standing of the gladiolus places it 
in the front ranks of ornamental horticultural plants. During
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the last 25 years interest in this flower has shown a marked in­
crease among commercial producers. According to a survey of 
the United States bulb industry,1 published by the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics of the United States Department of 
Agriculture in 1931, practically every state in the Union had 
some commercial acreages given over to the culture of gladiolus 
corms and cut flowers. The leading states in the Union are 
shown to be Michigan, Oregon, New York, New Hampshire, 
California, Massachusetts, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa. The ac­
companying table is taken from this survey report and will in­
dicate how Iowa compares with other north central states in 
commercial gladiolus culture.
The figures presented in the table are prepared on returns 
from questionnaires sent to growers in every state in the union. 
In 1929 and 1930 an effort was made by the Floriculture Sub­
section of the Department of Horticulture and the Society of 
Iowa Florists to determine the extent of commercial gladiolus 
production in Iowa.2
The survey showed that there were 55 commercial growers of 
gladiolus corms in the state, and of this number 3 were men­
tioned as strictly wholesale growers. The amount of land used 
in 1930 was 220 acres, a somewhat larger acreage than that re­
ported by the United States Department of Agriculture for the 
same year. It is possible that the Iowa survey included more 
growers which accounts for the increase in acreage.
ESTIMATES OF PLANTINGS AND PRODUCTION OF GLADIOLI BY STATES—1930
State and 
geographical 
division
Reported as planted for harvest in 1930
Growers’ estimate 
■ of bulbs for sale 
from harvest of 
1930
Growers
reporting
North central No. of bulbs Acres No. of bulbs Number
Ohio 12,978,450 161.44 3,895,900 51
Indiana 16,934,500 142.25 8,276,500 38
Illinois 11,553,825 198.49 6,076,450 43
Michigan 57,643,300 564.66 31,676,400 70
Wisconsin 2,080,650 38.25 862,350 23
Minnesota 2,137,000 34.95 1,402,000 15
Iowa 17,091,882 156.10 16,631,600 49
Missouri 786,500 14.42 ' 303,500 6
South Dakota 282,500 2.61 40,000 6
Nebraska 155,000 5.75 100,000 7
Kansas 862,282 13.42 214,832 26
Total 122,506,859 1,332.34 69,479,532 334
1Hill, R. G. A  survey of the United States bulb industry. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. 
Agr. Economics. Preliminary report. 1931.
2Volz, E. C., and Toulouse, Mrs. E. A. Survey of commercial florists and gladiolus 
growers in Iowa. Trans. Ia. State Hort. Soc. 65 :282-297. 1930.
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Fig. 1. Members of the American Gladiolus Society inspecting the Gladiolus Trial 
plots on August 24, 1930.
ORIGIN OF MODERN GLADIOLUS VARIETIES
The gladiolus is a member of the iris family (Iridaceae) and is 
found as a native plant in South Africa and several countries in 
southern Europe and Asia. The several thousand named garden 
varieties are hybrid descendants of such original African species 
as Gladiolus cardinalis, G. primulinus, G. psittacinus and G. op- 
positiflorus and the Euro-Asiatic species G. byzantinus, G. sege- 
tum and G. communis. These natural wild species of gladiolus 
were used to excellent advantage by hybridizers in France, En­
gland, Holland, Germany, Australia and New Zealand. It is the 
opinion of most experts, however, that the finest varieties have 
been produced by hybridizers in the United States and Canada. 
Iowa can claim its share of fame in the production of new va­
rieties.
In ‘ ‘ The Gladiolus Book, ’ ’3 McLean, Clark and Fisher have the 
following to say about two of Iowa’s well known gladiolus breed­
ers: “ The partnership of Dr. C. Hoeg and Kristian Prestgard 
is one of the few instances of a successful cooperation of either 
plant breeders or inventors. They began hybridizing the gladi­
olus in about 1905, and have apparently worked amicably to­
gether for twenty years. Both men have other occupations, one 
as a doctor and the other as a newspaper editor, but they have
3McLean, F. T., Clark, W. E., and Fischer, E. 
Doubleday, Page and Co., Garden City, New York.
N. The gladiolus book. 
1927.
45.
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found time to produce some fine new sorts, which they have sent 
out from their home at Decorah, Iowa.
“ Some of Doctor Hoeg’s best are Gold, a very fine pure yel­
low ; Jenny Lind, a soft apricot pink with pale yellow throat, 
of moderate size but with many open blooms; and Titanic, a 
lilac purple with white lines in the throat. Among the finest of 
the Prestgard varieties are Mrs. Kr. Prestgard, a showy pure 
white of sturdy growth; Jap Lady, a dark pinkish lavender; and 
Carmen Sylva, a well-known and universally admired large, 
wide-open white of fine substance, with tall upstanding spikes, 
equally good for exhibition and for general commercial use.”
There are various ways of classifying modern varieties of 
gladiolus, but the American Gladiolus Society has adopted a 
classification separating all gladiolus into three principal 
groups; first the large flowered type known as Grandiflorus; 
second the small butterfly type known as Primulinus and third 
an intermediate group with characteristics of both Grandiflorus 
and Primulinus known as Primulinus grandiflorus. Further 
discussion and explanation of variety characteristics will be 
found in another part of this bulletin.
CULTURE OF THE GLADIOLUS
Propagation of the gladiolus may be accomplished by use of 
seed, corms and cormels. The seed method is of use only to 
hybridizers as seedlings will not come true to the parent stock 
due to mixing. The corm or bulb method is the most common 
way of reproducing this flower in amateur gardens. Each corm 
planted gives rise to one or more new corms for next year’s 
crop. Cormels or small bulblets are formed at the base of the 
new corm. These also are capable of producing plants just like 
the parent, but they sometimes require more than one year’s 
growth before reaching blooming size. Commercial growers 
use the cormels for reproduction in large quantities and to re­
new stock.
As with other flowers which are planted each season, rotation 
of crops So as to provide a new location each year is considered 
sound practice. It is recommended that large-corms be planted 
about 4 inches deep in average Iowa soils. On light, sandy loam 
deeper planting, namely 5 to 7 inches, provides more adequate 
support for the heavy, flowering stem. The planting season ex­
tends over a period beginning approximately April 1 and ends 
June 15. A succession of bloom with the same variety may be 
experienced if several plantings are made at intervals over this 
period. Early planted stock will develop larger corms and 
more cormels due to the longer growing period under optimum 
conditions. Bone-meal or any complete fertilizer recommended 
for potatoes will improve the fertility conditions.
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In cutting flowers for the market it is well to remember to 
save the lower leaves, as cutting too closely will weaken the 
corms for the next season. Fall and winter care begins with 
digging the plants before freezing weather has injured the 
corms. In commercial practice much time will be saved if the 
tops are cut off at harvesting time. Pruning shears are satis­
factory for this operation and the cut should be made about 1 
inch above the top of the corm. Any cool, dry cellar having a 
temperature of about 40° F. will keep the corms in good condi­
tion providing they are not stored in deep containers or in air­
tight packages. Experiments on storage of corms conducted 
at this Station indicated that there was little or no difference in 
keeping qualities when stored in light or dark storage. The 
stock should be cleaned during December, which includes sep­
arating the large corms and cormels and removing all roots and 
surplus soil.
The bulb trade recognizes the following grades of corms:
No. 1— 1 %  inch and upward No. 4— % inch to 1 inch
No. 2— 1%  inch to 1 y2 inch No. 5— y2 inch to %  inch
No. 3— 1 inch to 1 y2 inch No. 6— below y2 inch
Growers in the midwestern section of the United States do not 
have to fear some of the insects and diseases that handicap the 
culture of this flower in other states of the country. Most of 
the corm diseases can be held in check by clean cultural meth­
ods, absolute care to plant only clean stock, and in case of doubt 
to disinfect the corms by one of the approved methods. Ex­
periments conducted by plant pathologists at Iowa State Col­
lege indicate that partial control of such corm diseases as scab 
may be achieved by various types of disinfectants. The hot 
formaldehyde treatment as used for seed potatoes is a cheap, 
non-poisonous remedy that is easily applied. Corms should be 
treated for 5 minutes in a solution made up of 2 pints of 40 
percent formaldehyde and 30 gallons of water heated to a tem­
perature of 122° to 125° F. Organic mercury disinfectants, in­
cluding the various patented, commercial mercury compounds 
as well as the standard bichloride of mercury solution, 1 part 
to 1,000 parts of water, are useful in partial control of glodiolus 
diseases. During seasons of hot, dry weather blister beetles 
may be a serious menace as they feed upon the floral petals. 
Partial control is accomplished by dusting or spraying with an 
arsenical insecticide such as arsenate of lead, or calcium arsen­
ate. In small gardens the insect may be jarred off the flowers 
into a container of kerosene. In the prairie states grasshoppers 
are also a nuisance when gladiolus are grown near weed patches 
or gf&ss lands.
Groovers in all parts of the country, realizing that soil mois-
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Fig. 2. In 1931 the gladious variety plantings were watered with an overhead irri­
gation system.
ture is an important consideration, have been interested in arti­
ficial irrigation and the use of mulch paper. Experiments in 
the floriculture gardens at Ames have shown that overhead 
irrigation is a decided benefit in the field culture of gladiolus. 
During growing seasons where long periods of drouth are en­
countered,' artificial irrigation is absolutely essential to the 
maturing of both flowers and corms. Results with mulch paper 
have not been conclusive’ and the only outstanding difference 
in the behavior of gladiolus under mulch paper treatment has 
been earlier bloom. Other experiment stations report similar 
findings and the use of mulch paper should, therefore, be con­
sidered as a cultural practice in the experimental stage.
LIST OF VARIETIES SUGGESTED FOR IOWA PLANTING
4This list of gladiolus varieties should not be considered as an exclusive one. It is 
presented in brief form as a guide for beginners and contains both established stan­
dard varieties and some of the more recent introductions. All are known to be re­
liable under Iowa conditions. Varieties marked (*) are described elsewhere in this 
bulletin.
♦Adeline Kent 
America 
♦Break O’Day
♦Betty Nuthall 
♦Dr. Moody 
*E. J. Shaylor 
Evelyn Kirtland
LIGHT PINK 
Coryphee 
f*Crinkles 
♦Dr. W . Van Fleet
♦Gertrude Errey 
♦Giant Nymph 
Le Maréchal Foch 
Maiden’s Blush
DARK PINK
Mrs. Frank Pendleton *Salbach’s Pink 
♦Mrs. Leon Douglas *September Morn
♦Peach Rose *Tyrian Beauty
Rose 1910 *Winged Victory
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ORANGE PINK AND SALMON
♦A. E. Kunderd 
♦Bumble Bee 
Halley 
Helga
♦Aflame 
♦Cherry Red 
♦Crimson Glow
Black Pansy 
Empress of India 
Joe Coleman
Byron L. Smith 
Capt. Boynton 
Lilac Wonder
♦Ionia
Jewell
♦Jenny Lind 
♦Los Angeles
BRIGHT RED
♦Don of Peralta 
♦Dr. F. E. Bennett 
♦Hawkeye
DARK RED
♦Martha Phillips 
♦Montenegro
LIGHT LAVENDER
Louise 
♦Mary Frey 
Minuet
Prince of Wales 
♦Sweet Rose 
♦The Vamp 
♦W. H. Phipps
Ida Van 
Liebesfeuer 
Mrs. Francis King 
Virginia
♦Montezuma
♦Neoga
War
Mrs. F. C. Peters 
♦Opalescent 
♦Orchid
♦Sweet Lavender
BLUE, DEEP LAVENDER OR VIOLET PURPLE
Aida
Anna Eberius 
Ave Maria 
Baron J. Hulot 
♦Bloomington
Albania 
Carmen Sylva 
Chicago White 
Dr. Elkins
♦Butterboy
Gold
Golden Dream 
♦Golden Glow
Alice Tiplady 
♦Copper Bronze 
♦Draco Gloriosa
♦Blue Orchid 
♦Florence 
Heavenly Blue 
♦Magic
WHITE
♦Helen Wills 
♦Iver’l
♦Marie Kunderd 
♦Marion Louise
YELLOW
Golden Measure 
♦Homestake 
♦Improved Schwaben 
Ming Toy
ORANGE
♦Helen Howard 
♦Mandarin 
Mrs. S. A. Errey
♦Purple Glory 
♦Roberta 
♦Saladin 
♦Veilchenblau 
♦Violet Glory
♦Mrs. Prestgard 
♦Rockhill White 
♦Seafoam 
♦Vaughan’s White
♦Primrose Princess 
♦Souvenir 
♦Sulphur Frills 
♦Tobersun
Orange Glory 
Orange Queen 
Orange Wonder 
Primunella
SMOKY OR VINACEOUS
♦Bengal Tiger »Mother Machree Rose Ash
♦J. T. Pirie »Romance »Saraband
♦Ulysses
9
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THE GLADIOLUS TRIAL GARDEN AT 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE
In 1931 the Descriptive Gladiolus Nomenclature published by 
the American Gladiolus Society listed approximately 7,000 dif­
ferent varieties of gladiolus.5
It is estimated that at least 10,000 varieties are now on the 
market. Obviously it is not possible nor desirable to include 
all existent varieties in any one trial garden. The varieties in 
the Floriculture Trial Garden discussed in this report were lim­
ited to contributions of interested growers and originators. Of 
these donors 14 are Iowa residents and 25 belong to other states 
or to Canada. During 1930 there were over 700 varieties in the 
trial garden. Additions in 1931 increased the collection to over 
800 varieties. Lack of space will not permit a detailed discus­
sion of each variety under trial. An attempt has been made, 
however, to present condensed information in tabular form on 
253 of the outstanding varieties under trial in 1931. Most of 
these may be classed as recent introductions grown in the 
United States and Canada. Some European varieties of merit 
were sent to the garden by the Department of Floriculture of 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. A number of well known stan­
dard varieties were also included in the plantings. Several 
originators contributed unnamed seedlings which are not found 
in the trade at the present time. The number of corms for each 
variety under trial ranged from 1 to 15. In a great majority 
of cases 10 corms constituted a minimum planting. Of the total 
of 253 varieties described in this publication, 104 were tested 
both in 1930 and 1931. Detailed information regarding these 
outstanding varieties will be found in the table at the end of 
this bulletin. A brief summary and analysis of this table is pre­
sented as follows:
SUMMARY
Number of varieties described in this bulletin . . . 253
Type distributions
Grandiflorus (plain petaled) .............................................................lb
Grandiflorus (ruffled) . . . • • • ’ ’ 25
Primulinus . . . • • • • • • ■ •
Primulinus G r a n d iflo r u s ................................................................................bb
Ratings based on performance under Iowa conditions
Very desirable (Rated 1 or 2) . .   __
Desirable (Rated 3 or 4 ) .............................................................• 158
Seasonable distribution „
Early m i d s e a s o n ................................................... • • - -
Midseason . . . <' • • • • • • ' 1 7 4
Late midseason . . . . • • • • ••
Late . . . . . • • • • • • • 1
BFridham, A. M. S. Descriptive gladiolus nomenclature. American Glad.olus 
Society, Gcshen, Ind. 1931.
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Cormel production 
Many cormels 
Few cormels 
No cormels
Color distribution 
Pink 
Red
White .
Yellow 
Orange 
Purple . 
Lavender 
Other colors
61
191
1
122
45
26
15
8
20
•7
10
It will be noted from the above figures that the type distribu­
tion is quite normal. The three principal groups, namely, 
Grandiflorus, Primulinus and Primulinus Grandiflorus are rep­
resented in approximately the proportion in which they would 
be found in any large garden collection or exhibition. Grandi­
florus varieties, especially the plain petaled type, have always 
found greater favor with the general public. All gladioli de­
scribed in the table may be considered as desirable, but some 
would naturally rank higher than others. Very few early or 
extremely late sorts are found in this list as the records show 
that 90 percent of the varieties bloomed within 70 to 90 days 
from planting, 3 percent bloomed in less than 70 days and 7 
percent required 90 to 110 days to mature the flower spike. The 
color distribution is interesting in that 66 percent of all varie­
ties belong to the pink and red classes, showing the importance 
of these colors in contrast to others. The number of cormels 
produced on the corm is of great importance to the commercial 
grower. Accurate data can only be secured by using a larger 
planting of corms of each variety than was provided for in this 
study. The results on cormel production recorded in these 
tables are therefore merely suggestive and apply only to the 
varieties under trial. That only a small proportion of modern 
gladiolus varieties are prolific cormel producers is shown by the 
fact that only 17 percent of the varieties under test gave evi­
dence of strong asexual reproductive powers. There was no 
outstanding correlation between cormel production and color 
of bloom, although pink, red and yellow varieties were some­
what more prolific than blue, purple or white varieties.
EXPLANATION OF TERMS USED IN TABLES
TYPE
G.—Grandiflorus. This is the large flowered, showy type 
with a strong spike and many blooms out at one time.
11
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P-—Primulinus. This type has slender, graceful spikes and 
distinctly hooded blooms.
P- G.—Primulinus Grandifloras—1This type is intermediate 
and combines the gracefulness of the Primulinus with the 
beauty of the Grandifloras.
GENERAL COLOR
Color descriptions are based on Ridgeway’s “ Color Standards 
and Nomenclature.” 6
MARKINGS
Blotched—Large, regular, or broken areas of solid color on 
the lower petals. Usually darker.
Splashed—Long, irregular dashes usually darker.
Flecked—Small, irregular dashes of darker color on the 
petals.
Dotted Dots of darker color on petals and in the throat.
Penciled Narrow lines of darker color on petals and in the 
throat.
Streaked Broader lines of darker color on petals and in the 
throat.
Mottled—Irregular and numerous spots on petals.
Plain—Throat unmarked in any way.
SEASON
E.—Early. Blooms in less than 70 days from planting.
E. M. Early Midseason. Blooms in 70-80 days from plant- 
, mg.
M.—Midseason. Blooms in 80-90 days from planting.
E* M. Late Midseason. Blooms in 90-110 days from plants 
ing.
L.—Late. Blooms in more than 110 days from planting.
These figures apply to normal conditions in central Iowa 
when plantings are made from May 1 to June 15.
GENERAL RATING
Varieties are rated according to their commercial value •
1—  excellent
2—  very good
3—  average
4—  fair
DONOR AND STATE
The name and location of the various growers and originators 
who donated the varieties are listed.
more^MdWay” R ’ Co,or standards and color nomenclature. A. Hoen and Co., Balti-
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A S E L E C T  L IS T  O F G L A D IO L U S  V A R IE T IE S  G R O W N  IN  T H E  F L O R IC U L T U R E  T R IA L  G A R D E N S  A T  IO W A  S T A T E  C O LL E G E
Variety Originator
Date
of
intro.
Type General color Markings
Sea­
son
No.
cor-
mels
Gen.
rat­
ing
Remarks Donor State
Adeline Kent Diener 1917 G. Lt. mallow pink Throat w., penciled L.M. few 2 Large, strong spike Swank Iowa
A. E. Kunderd Kunderd 1925 G. Eosine pink Lips blotched red L. few 4 Strong spike, keeps well Green Iowa
Adonis Brown 1924 P.G. Geranium pink Throat blotched yel. M. many 2 Flowers open wide Brown Mass
Aflame Kunderd 1929 G. Lt. nopal red Lips flecked w. L.M. few 1 An excellent large red Hornberger N.Y.
A. J. Thompson P.G. Mallow purple Blotched cream & pur. L. few 1 Very striking, fine spike Wright Mich.
Alma Vaughan 1927 G s Liseran purple Splashed cream yel. L.M. few 3 Strong spike, mottled Vaughan 111.
Audra G. Hermosa pink Laps clear yel. L.M. few 1 A very fine light pink Young Ohio
Avalon Kemp 1926 G. White to light pink Pur. blotch on yel. L.M. few 4 Good keeping quality Heaton Iowa
Averill Errey Bros. G. Rose doree W. throat, lips yel. M. few 2 Flowers open wide Vaughan 111.
A. W. Hunt Christy 1920 P.G. Lt. nopal red Lips flecked rich yel. L.M. few 1 A fine red Swank Iowa
Baby Mine Salbach 1926 P.G. Hermosa pink blend Lips lt. yel. L. few 3 Tall spike, keeps well Salbach Cal.
Bengal Tiger Pratt 1922 G. Jasper red, old rose Carmine fleck on yel. L.M. few 1 A smoky red-pink Utz Mo.
Betty Lucile Kinyon 1928 G. Eosine pink Throat suffused w. L. few 4 A lt. pink of merit Kinyon Mich.
Betty Nuthall Salbach 1928 G. Strawberry pink Throat lt, lips yel. L.M. med. 1 Large spike, keeps well Salbach Cal.
Beverly Kunderd 1930 G. Rose Throat lt, lip red L.M. few 4 Bright rose, strong spike Utz Mo.
Bevier Kunderd 1923 P.G. Rose doree Lips rich solid yel. L.M. few 1 Fine color, slender spike Utz Mo.
Blithe G. Lt. jasper red Lips rich y e l, penciled L.M. med. 1 Attractive, keeps well Tenant Mich.
Bloomington Kunderd 1929 G. Aster purple Throat plain L.M. few 3 Bright color, strong spike Vaughan 111.
Blue Orchid Kunderd 1916 G. Pale lavender vieiet Pur. blotch with yel. L.M. few 4 Attractive color Swank Iowa
Blue Torch Hornberger 1926 P. Pale lobelia violet Pur., red blotch on yel. L.M. few 4 Attractive color Hornberger N Y.
Bonniebelle Carpenter 1929 P.G. Peach red Lips solid rich yel. L.M. many 3 Tall spike, many blooms Carpenter N.Y.
Break O’Day Bill 1924 P.G. Eosine pink Lips yel., penciled red M. many 1 A dependable pink Heaton Iowa
Buffalo Bill Hoeg 1925 P.G. Pale rose purple Mottled, lips rich yel. L. few 1 Attractive, keeps well Prestgard Iowa
Bumble Bee Kunderd 1921 G. Rose doree Lt. throat, red streak L.M. few 3 Strong spike, keeps well Swank Iowa
Butterboy Kunderd 1922 P.G. Buttercup yellow Carmine pencil M. many 2 A fine pure yellow Utz Mo.
Butterfly Velthuys 1928 P.G. Peach red Yel. throat, penciled L.M. many 4 Mottled, slightly ruffled Swank Iowa
Catalina Briggs 1926 P.G. Geranium pink blend Lip rich yel., penciled M. med. 3 Attractive, strong spike Briggs Cal.
Celestia Doris Goodrich 1918 G. Lt. nopal red to pink Lip dotted red and w. L. few 3 Live color, good spike Swank Iowa
Chalice Flower Kunderd 1924 G. White Throat yel., streaked pur. L.M. few 4 A white of merit Green Iowa
Cherry Red Rockhill 1929 P.G. Scarlet red Plain, lt. pencil M. few 4 Live color, keeps well Rockhill Iowa
Cinderella Metzner 1918 P. White mottled rose Throat plain M. few 4 Attractive, keeps well Cornell U. N.Y.
Coronado Briggs 1926 G. White Penciled violet M. med. 3 Large blooms, strong spike Briggs Cal.
Crimson Glow Betscher 1916 G. Lt. nopal red Lips splashed red & w. L.M. few 3 Bright color, strong spike Cornell U. N.Y.
Crinkles Kunderd 1916 G. Tyrian rose Throat It., plain. L.M. few 1 Ruffled, keeps well Oleson Iowa
Cruenta Superba Betscher P.G. Lt. nopal red Lips flecked rich yel. L.M. few 3 Colorful, strong spike Hornberger N.Y.
Darnell G. Coral pink Lips yel., carmine pencil L.M. med. 1 Many blooms, keeps well Nellis Iowa
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Date
of
intro.
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son
No.
cor-
mels
Gen.
rat­
ing
Remarks Donor State
Bill 1926 P.G. Rose doree Throat suffused w. L.M. many 3 Good spike, keeps well Swank Iowa
1923 G. Lt. rose pink Throat It., penciled L.M. few 1 Strong spike, keeps well. Vaughan III.
1929 G. Scarlet Dark pur. blotch on w. M. few 4 Open bloom, keeps well. Salbach Cal.
Groff P.G. Rose doree Lips splashed yel. M. med. 4 Open bloom, strong spike Zayger Iowa
1921 G. Lt. nopal red W. pencil, flecked yel. L.M. few 1 Strong spike, keeps well Heaton Iowa
Kinyon 1926 G. Rose pink Throat, It., pur. pencil L M . few 3 Slightly mottled Kinyon Mich.
1922 P.G. Lips yel., throat dotted pur. M. few 2 Orchid type of bloom Swank Iowa
Salbach 1928 P.G. Lt. nopal red Blotched yel. and pink L. med. 1 Attractive, strong spike Salbach Cal.
1918 G. Rose doree Throat It., penciled L.M. few 2 Strong spike, open bloom Swank Iowa
Vaughan 1927 G. Hermosa pink Penciled pur. L.M. few 2 Strong spike, keeps well Vaughan 111.
G. White Throat pur., lips yel. M. few 2 Strong spike, open bloom Prestgard Iowa
1921 G. Throat It. yel., penciled L.M. few 2 Pale color, strong spike Baridon Iowa
Draco Gloriosa Betscher G. Salmon orange Throat maroon, lips yel. M. med. 1 Many blooms, keeps well Hornberger N.Y.
Vaughan 1929 G. Geranium pink Lip It. yel., streaked white L.M. few 4 Rank grower, open bloom Vaughan 111.
Kunderd 1918 G. Spinel pink Throat It., pur. streak L.M. few 4 Colorful, strong spike Cannon Iowa
Elizabeth Gerberding Diener 1917 G. Rose pink Lips flecked yel. & red L. few 3 Compact spike, keeps well Beaver Iowa
1923 P. White Lips yel.. dotted pur. M. few 1 Good for design work Swank Iowa
G. Light coral red Lip flecked w. & pur. L.M. few 4 Bright color Cornell U. N.Y.
1929 P. Persian lilac Mottled, lips rich yel. L.M. few 1 Very attractive, delicate Neeley Ohio
Kunderd 1921 G. Begonia rose Throat It., splashed red L.M. few 2 Ruffled, strong spike Baridon Iowa
Fern 1927 P.G. Eosine pink Throat It., penciled pur. L.M. few 3 Tall spike, many blooms Swank Iowa
1929 G. Scarlet red Throat It., streaked pur. L.M. many 4 Bright color Prestgard Iowa
1926 G. Nopal red Lips darker & flecked w. L.M. few 4 Dwarf type Swank Iowa
Kunderd 1921 G. Spectrum red Throat It., streaked red L.M. few 3 Bright color Swank Iowa
1907 G. Mallow purple Petals blotched w. L.M. few 4 Keeps well Nellis Iowa
1929 a Tyrian pink Mottled pur., streaked w. L.M. few 2 Deep color, strong spike Geiser N.Y.
G. Rose doree Lip dull yel., penciled L.M. few 3 Open bloom, tall spike Carpenter N.Y.
G. Delicate rose pink Lips suffused lt. yel. L.M. med. 3 Delicate color Heaton Iowa
Bill G. Lt. nopal red Throat plain L.M. few 3 Bright color, many blooms Bill N.Y.
Friendship Hartranft 1929 G. Strawberry pink Throat dull yel., penciled L.M. med. 3 Strong spike, keeps well Knudson 111.
1928 P.G. Peach red Throat yel., penciled L.M. many 2 Bright color .strong spike Salbach Cal.
1925 P.G. Naphthalene yellow Throat cream, penciled L.M. few 4 Attractive yellow Swank Iowa
P.G. Hermosa pink Throat It., streaked red L.M. few 4 Keeps well N eliis Iowa
1925 G. Nopal red Throat flecked w. L M. few 4 A deep red Prestgard Iowa
P.G. Lt. eosine pink Lips dull yel., penciled L.M. few 3 Keeps well Coleman Ind,
G laddie B oy iBill 11926 P.G . Grenadine pink 'L ips yel. and flecked M. m any 1 Open bloom , keeps well Bill
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Golden Glow 1 Cameron 1929 [p .G. Baryta yellow
Golden Memories (Tenant G. Strawberry pinkGrand Guardian Austin |G. Pinard yellow
Halldor G. Rose pink
Hamberg Pink Hornberger 1928 P.G. Eosine pink
Harvester G. Mallow pink
Hawkeye Goodrich 1927 P.G. Nopal red
Hazel Dawn Hoeg 1922 G. Eosine pink
Helen Howard Austin 1928 G. Capescine orange
Helen Wills Salbach 1924 G. White to pink
Highland Laddie Kunderd 1925 G. Deep rose pink
Homes take Prestgard 1928 G. Apricot buff
Huron Vaughan 1928 G. Hellebore red
Imp. Schwaben Vaughan 1927 G. Baryta yellow
Ionia Vaughan 1924 G. Pale salmon
Irene Blake Gage 1931 P.G. Massicot yellow
Gersdorff
Iver’l Austin 1929 G. White to pale pink
Jack London Diener 1917 G. Geranium pink
Jane Addams Prestgard 1926 G. Pale rosalane purple
Janice Carpenter 1929 G. Lt. mallow purple
Jasper Bill 1926 P.G. Jasper red
J. C. Goodrich G: Nopal red
Jenny Lind Hoeg 1920 G. Eosine pink
Joe Coleman Kunderd 1915 G. Carmine
John Alden Fischer P.G. Baryta yellow
John Henry Tenant 1929 G. Begonia rose
Gersdorff
J. T. McCutcheon Kunderd 1915 G. Rose doree
Lansing Vaughan 1928 G. Eosine pink
Laughing Cerise G. Spinel pink
Leo Stacey G. Spinel pink
Longfellow Prestgard 1924 G. Eosine pink
Lorraine Budge Kinyon 1929 G. Hermosa pink
Los Angeles Houdyshel P.G. Eosine pinkLotus Prestgard 1929 G. Safrano pink
Madame Norena Decorah 1928 G. Orange pink
Mandarin Prestgard P. Salmon orange
Manistee Vaughan 1927 G. Rose pink
Margaret Goodrich Goodrich P.G. Hermosa pink
Marie Kunderd Kunderd 1918 G. White
(Throat plain IL.M.
I
Throat It., lips yel. 
Lips penciled br.
L .M . I few
'l .m . few
Pur. pencil on yel. L.M. few
Lips It. yel., penciled L.M. few
W. streak, pur. blotch L.M. few
Lips dark, flecked w. L.M. few
Throat It., streaked pur L.M. few
Throat It. yel., plain L.M. few
Plain L.M. few
Throat It., flecked w. L.M. few
Throat rich yel. L.M. few
Lt. yel. blotch L.M. few
Lips darker and dotted L.M. few
Throat It., lip yel. M. med.
Lips penciled carmine L.M. few
Throat clear, lip yel. M. few
Lip yel., streaked pur. L.M. few
Lt. throat, cream blotch L.M. few
Blend, bright pur. blotch L.M. few
Lips yel., red blotch M. few
Mottled, lips flecked w. M. few
Lips lt. yel. L.M. med.
Throat pk., splashed red M. few
Throat blotched red M.
Dark red blotch on yel. L.M. few
Blotched rose, flecked w. L.M. few
Lips cream, dotted pur. 
Throat It., splashed yel.
L.M. few
M. few
W. streak, flecked pur. M. few
Lips flecked w. & pk. L.M. manv
Throat It., penciled L.M. few
Carmine blotch L.M. few
Throat lt. yel. M. med.
Throat It., lips rich yel. M. many
Throat blotched yel. E.M. few
Throat plain L.M. few
Pur. pencil L.M. med.
Throat plain, penciled rose M. few
A clear yellow Cameron Can.
Attractive clear color Tenant M ichKeeps w ill Austin Ohio
Colorful Gersdorff D.C
Keeps well Hornberger N.Y.
Attractive, strong spike Wright Mich
A red of merit Goodrich Iowa
Keeps well Swank Iowa
Open bloom Austin Ohio
Strong spike, keeps well Salbach Cal.
Bright color Utz Mo,
Attractive color Frestgard Iowa
Strong spike Vaughan 111.
Strong spike Vaughan 111.
Many blooms, keeps well Vaughan 111.
Slender spike Gersdorff D.C.
Open bloom, large spike Austin Ohio
Colorful, keeps well Swank Iowa
Colorful, keeps well Frestgard Iowa
Many blooms, keeps well Carpenter N.Y.
Attractive color Swank Iowa
Striking red, keeps well Goodrich Iowa
Large spike Kinyon Mich
Dark color, many blooms Baridon Iowa
Keeps well Swank Iowa
Sturdy, keeps well Tenant Mich
Strong spike Green Iowa
Keeps well Vaughan 111.
Colorful, strong spike Kaylor D.C.
Strong spike, keeps well Wright Mich.
Keeps well Prestgard Iowa
rends toward doubleness Kinyon Mich.
Strong color Heaton Iowa
Delicate color, large bloom Frestgard Iowa
Strong spike, keeps well Prestgard Iowa
A good orange, keeps well Prestgard Iowa
Slightly mottled Vaughan 111.
Delicate color Goodrich Iowa
Open bloom Heaton Iowa
4
3
4
4
3
1
3
3
3
1
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
1
1
4
1
3
3
4
3
3
4
1
1
4
3
3
1
1
2
4
3
3
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A SELECT LIST OF GLADIOLUS VARIETIES GROWN IN THE FLORICULTURE TRIAL GARDENS AT IOWA STATE COLLEGE (Continued)
Variety Originator
Date
of
intro.
Type General color Markings
Sea­
son
No.
cor-
mels
Gen.
rat­
ing
Remarks Donor State
Marion Louise 
Marion Talley 
Marnia
Martha Phillips 
Mary Fennell 
Mary Frey 
Mary O’Mine
Maurice Fuld 
Melba 
Merced 
Mercedes 
Miss California 
Miss Spokane 
Mona Lisa 
Montenegro 
Montezuma
Mother Machree 
Mrs. C. Edwards 
Mrs. C. M. Vosburg 
Mrs. Bert Read 
Mrs. E. B. Myers 
Mrs. F. King 
Mrs. H. E. Bothin 
Mrs. Hornberger 
Mrs. Leon Douglas 
Mrs. N. Vanderbilt 
Mrs. Prestgard
Nancy Vail
Nautilus
Neoga
Neola
Nune
Olive Goodrich 
Oneco - 
Opalescent
Prestgard
Kemp
Vaughan
Kunderd
Geiser
Austin
Bales
Gage
Brown
Briggs
Brown
Salbach
Kunderd
Kunderd
Prestgard
Hoeg
Stevens
Hornberger
Goodrich
Tenant
Coblentz
Diener
Hornberger
Diener
Diener
Prestgard
Gravereau
Kunderd
Geiser
Goodrich
Geiser
Bill
1917
1925
1926 
1917
1929
1924
1924 
1929 
1922
1917 
1928
1918
1927
1928 
1927
1927 
1909
1925
1920
1921
1926
1915
1917
1929
1926
1928 
1926
G.
P.G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
P.G.
P.G.
P.G.
P.G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G
G.
P.
G.
P.G.
P.
G.
G
G.
G.
P.G.
G.
G.
G.
P.G.
P.G.
G.
G .
White
Strawberry pink 
Peach red 
Oxblood red 
Rose pink 
Rosalane purple 
White
Rose doree
La France pink , 
Strawberry pink 
Aster purple 
Eosine pink 
Deep rose doree 
Rose pink 
Dark garnet brown 
Carmine
Lt. vinaceous 
White 
Eosine pink 
Bright peach red 
Thulite pink •
Rose doree 
Eosine pink 
White 
Rose doree 
Eosine pink 
White
Strawberry pink 
White to lavender 
Deep carmine 
Mallow pink 
White to pale pink
Delicate pink 
Mallow purple '
R ose pink
Plain
Lips yel., light pencil 
Lips yel., penciled red 
Throat lav., streaked cream 
Throat It., carmine pencil 
Mottled, carmine pencil 
Throat dotted pk.
Dark red blotch on yel.
Throat It., lip light yel.
Throat yel.; penciled red 
Throat It. br. to deep red 
Lip lt. yel., carmine dot 
Throat It., streaked red 
Throat streaked cream 
Base of throat w.
Throat pur., lips flecked cream 
and red
Lt. pencil on yel.
Throat plain, touch of pur. 
Throat It, streaked red 
Lip yel., dark streaked 
Throat It., flecked 
Throat It., pur. blotoh 
Throat It., carmine blotch 
Throat tinged lt. pk.
Flecked cream and pur.
Throat It., streaked red 
Throat plain
Throat lt. yel.
Lightly penciled pur.-br.
Throat lav., splashed red 
Lips flecked cream & lav.
Lips lt. yel
Mottled deeper pk., plain 
Throat It., splashed pur.
Lip yel., red streak
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L. M.
M. 
L.M.
L. M.
M. 
E.M. 
M. 
M. 
L.M. 
L.M. 
L.M. 
L.M.
L. M.
M. 
L.M. 
L.M. 
L.M. 
L.M. 
L M. 
L.M.
L. M.
M. 
L.M.
L.M.
L.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L. M.
M .
few
med.
many
few
few .
med.
few
few
med.
few
few
med.
few
few
few
few
few
few
few
med.
few
few
few
few
few
few
few
many
med.
few
few
few
few
few
few
1
4
3
3
4 
1 
4
i
3
3
3
3 
1
4 
1 
1
1
1
4
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
3
4 
3 
3 
3 
1
1
1
1
A good plain white 
Keeps well 
Colorful
Keeps well, many blooms 
Slightly mottled 
Many blooms, keeps well 
Large blooms
Colorful, strong spike 
Strong spike 
Open bloom 
Strong spike 
Tall spike
Colorful, strong spike 
Colorful
Dark color, keeps well 
Dark red, keeps well
Soft color, strong spike 
Strong spike, keeps well 
Keeps well 
Bright color 
Strong spike 
Bright color 
Colorful, strong spike 
Large flower 
Colorful, strong spike 
Colorful, strong spike 
Strong spike
Keeps well 
Strong spike 
Strong spike 
Attractive color 
Delicate color, attractive
Strong spike, keeps well 
Strong spike, keeps well 
Open b loom , keeps well
Carpenter
Prestgard
Nellis
Vaughan
Cornell U.
Geiser
Bales
Heaton
Brown
Briggs
Brown
Salbach
Utz
Swank
Prestgard
Prestgard
Oleson
Hornberger
Goodrich
Wright
Tenant
Cornell U.
Heaton
Hornberger
Heaton
Swank
Prestgard
Wright 
Cornell U. 
Swank 
Swank 
Gersdorff
Goodrich
Geiser
Bill
N.Y.
Iowa
Iowa
III.
N.Y.
N.Y.
Ohio
Iowa
Mass.
Cal.
Msss.
Cal.
Mo..
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
N.Y.
Iowa
Mich.
Mich.
N.Y.
Iowa
N.Y.
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Mich.
N.Y.
Iowa
Iowa
D.C.
Iowa
N.Y.
N .Y .
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Orchid K elw ay 1913 la. /Pale vinaceous Carm ine blotch  on yel. M . few 1 V ery attractive color Cornell U. N .Y .Osalin Salbach 1925 [P.G. Grenadine pink Lip yel., penciled L .M . m any 3 Colorful Salbach Cal.Owosso Vaughan 1918 G. M arguerite yellow Throat plain, lip  yel. M . few 3 Strong spike Vaughan 111.
Peach Rose Kunderd 1917 G. Deep rose pink Blotched deep red L.M. few 3 Strong spike Beaver in.Pink Lily Kunderd 1916 G. Rose color Blotched lt. carmine L.M. few 3 Strong spike Baridon Iowa
Pinkprim Vaughan 1928 P.G. Coral red to pink Blotched w., flecked carmine M. many 3 Good cut flower V aughan 111.
Pollyanna Prestgard 1922 G. Baryta yellow Throat lightly dotted L.M. few 3 Ruffled Swank Iowa
Pontiac Vaughan 1923 G. Rose pink Dark pur. blotch, mottled L.M. med. 1 Keeps well, strong spike Hornberger N.Y.
Pontiac Princeps Vaughan G. Rose doree Flecked w. red, yel. L.M. none 3 Strong spike Vaughan 111.
Primrose Princess Salbach G. Sulphur yellow Throat carmine penciled L.M. many 3 Keeps well Salbach Cal.
Priority Bill 1926 P.G. Geranium pink Throat It., carmine penciled L.M. many 3 Colorful Bill N.Y.
Purple Glory Kunderd 1916 G. Pomegranate purple Throat It., flecked cream L.M. few 1 Strong spike, attractive Oleson Iowa
Queen G. Rose purple Lip yel., penciled M. med. 1 Attractive, keeps well Wright Mich
Quinton Kemp 1925 P.G. Eosine pink Throat plain, lips yel. E.M. med. 2 Wide open bloom Swank Iowa
Radiant Salbach 1927 P.G. Lt. peach red Throat and lips yel. L.M. many 3 Bright color Austin Ohio
Red Fire Ferris P.G. Nopal red Throat flecked cream w. L.M. few 3 Dark color Heaton Iowa
Reflection Goodrich 1927 P. Grenadine pink Lips yel. penciled red M. few 4 Dwarf spike Goodrich Iowa
Remembrance Kunderd 1921 P.G. Geranium pink Throat It., pur. blotch L.M. few 3 Colorful Swank Iowa
Roald Amundsen Buch 1928 G. Lt. nopal red Lip slightly w. L.M. few 4 Attractive color Brestgard Iowa
Roberta Kunderd 1927 G. Pomegranate purple Throat lt. pk. M. med 1 Many blooms, mottled Wright Mich.
Robinette Kunderd 1929 P.G. Deep rose doree Blotched red and cream M. many 3 Slender spike Brown Mass.
Rockhill White Rockhill P.G. White Lips blotched pur. L.M. few 3 Attractive, strong spike Rockhill Iowa
Romance Kunderd 1918 G. Begonia rose Crimson blotch on yel. L.M. few 3 Attractive smoky color Baridon Iowa
Rose Tint Neeley P.G. Jasper pink Lips streaked red L.M. few 4 Unusual color Neeley Ohio
Ruth Huntington Kunderd 1923 G. Mottled rose pink Deep pur. blotch L. few 3 Strong spike Swank Iowa
Reeher Seedling 1 Howard G. Strawberry pink Throat It., lips streaked brown L.M. few 4 Keeps well Howard Ore.
and crimson
Reeher Seedling 2 Howard P. Pale rose purple Pur. blotch on yel. L.M. few 4 Attractive color Howard Ore.
Saladin Goodrich 1926 G. Amaranth purple Blotched deeper pur. L.M. few 3 Strong spike Goodrich Iowa
Salbach’s Pink Salbach 1929 G. Eosine pink Pur. pencil on cream L. many 3 Strong spike Salbach Cal.
Sandusky V aughan 1927 P. Corinthian red Splashed yel. & red E.M. few 3 Colorful Vaughan 111.
San Mateo Salbach 1928 G. Rose pink Blotched pk. & w. L.M. few 3 Bright color Salbach Cal.
Saraband Salbach 1924 G. Hellebore red Yel. blotch, dotted L.M. med. 1 A fine smoky, strong spike Salbach Cal.
Seafoam Vaughan 1929 P. White Slight tint of green M. few 1 Strong, tall spike Vaughan 111.
Semiahmoo Kaylor 1930 G. Vinaceous Throat plain, streaked red L.M. few 3 Attractive, strong spike Kaylor D.C.
September Morn G. Geranium pink Carmine blotch on w. & yel. L.M. few 1 Colorful, strong spike Howard Ore.
Shenandoah Goodrich 1918 G. Rose pink Throat lt. L.M. few 3 Strong spike Swank Iowa
Sirene Tubergen 1928 G. Rose doree Mottled red, throat w. M. few 3 Bright color Carpenter N.Y.
Sir Karl Prestgard 1928 P.G. Rose doree Throat yel. M. few 1 Open bloom, keeps well Prestgard Iowa
Soiivenir Jonkheer 1921 P. Empire yellow Throat plain M. med. 3 Clear rich color Swank Iowa
Sovereign Vaughan 1922 P. Cotinga violet Throat It., blotched red L.M. few 3 Colorful Vaughan III.
Sulphur Frills Kunderd 1923 G. Sulphur yellow Carmine penciled L.M. few 3 Strong spike Baridon Iowa
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Sweet Lavender 
Sweet Rose 
Seedling 1 
Seedling 19 
Seedling 26 
Seedling 49 
Seedling 86
Seedling 70-26 
Seedling 134 
Seedling 201 
Seedling 370-26 
Seedling 482 
Seedling 612 
Seedling M4
Seedling Blue Tinge
Thais Valdeman 
The Vamp 
Thistle 
Tobersun 
Tyko Zang 
Tyrian Beauty 
Twilight
Ulysses
Vaughan’s White
Veilchenblau
Verdun
White Butterfly 
White Knight 
White Pendleton 
White Star 
W. H. Phipps 
W inged V ictory  
W yom in g
Doleman
Kunderd
Brady
Welch
Welch
Tower,
Tower
Gersdorff
Welch
Tower
Miller
Tower
Tower
Wright
Welch
Diener
Vaughan
Kunderd
Austin
Austin
Kunderd
Kunderd
Kunderd
Vaughan
Pfitzer
Vaughan
Kunderd
Geiser
Kunderd
Kunderd
Diener
(Briggs
\ Geiser '
1922
1923
1922
1924 
1921 
1928
1925 
1918 
1921
1916
1927
1927
1927
4922
1920
1917
1926
1921
1928 
11929
G.
G.
P.G
P.
Ö.
P.G.
P.
G.
G.
P.G.
P.G.
G.
G.
P.G.
G.
G.
P.G.
G.
PG.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
P.G.
P.
G.
G.
G.
G.
f
Pale rose purple 
Rose color 
Geranium pink 
Hermosa pink, blend 
Geranium pink 
Hermosa pink 
Eosine pink
Lt. carmine 
îylallow pink 
Hellebore red 
Rose doree 
Thulite pink-mottled 
Deep rose pink 
Shrimp-pink mottled 
peach red 
Smoky Jasper red
Jasper red 
Eosine pink 
Deep rose pink 
Mustard yellow 
Geranium pink 
Tyrian rose 
Seashell pink
Eosine pink
White
Deep lavender 
Hellebore red
White
White
White
White
Eosihe pink
Geranium  pk.-m ottled
^Geranium pink
Splashed pur. & yel. 
Blotched deeper rose 
Throat lt. yel.
Lips cream, lt. pencil 
Lips yel., pencil 
Lip slightly yel., pencil 
Throat yel., penciled pk.
Throat It., lips red 
Lips lt. yel., penciled 
Throat It., pur. blotch 
Throat l't., red blotch 
Pur. blotch on yel.
Throat plain, w. streak 
Yel. throat, dotted pr.
Throat lt. pk.
Throat flecked cream 
Throat It., red blotch 
Lips splashed pur.
Throat plain 
Throat It. cream 
Throat It., spotted silver 
Carmine pencil on yel.
Carmine blotch
Throat plain It., pur. pencil 
Pur .-red blotch 
W. blotch, streaked w.
Throat tinged green 
Lips blotched pur-red 
Violet blotch 
Throat plain 
Lips dotted pur. & yel. 
Throat It., streaked pk.
|Throat solid yellow
M.
E.M
L. M.
M. 
L.M. 
L.M. 
L.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
E.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L.
L. M.
M.
M.
L.M.
L.M.
L. M.
M.
L.
L.M.
L.M.
L.M.
L .M .
L .M .
lew
few
few
few
few
many
few
few
few
few
few
few
few
few
med.
few
few
few
med.
few
few
few
few
few
few
few
many
few
few
few
few
few
few
3
3
4 
3 
3 
3
3
1
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
Strong spike 
Strong color 
Wide open bloom 
Attractive blend 
Strong spike 
Colorful 
Attractive color
Attractive, strong spike 
A light color 
Attractive color 
Attractive color 
Large spike, keeps well 
Many blooms, strong spike 
Attractive, strong spike
Colorful
Striking color 
Colorful, strong spike 
Colorful
Large spike, keeps well 
Strong spike 
Colorful, keeps well 
Many blooms
Colorful, keeps well
Strong spike 
Attractive, good spike 
Attractive, keeps well
Strong spike, keeps well
Strong spike
Strong spike
Keeps well
Showy, strong spike
Large open b loom
A ttractive color
Seaton
Heaton
Brady
Welch
Welch
Tower
Tower
Gersdorff
Welch
Tower
Gersdorff
Tower
Tower
Wright
Welch
Green
Vaughan
Swank
Austin
Austin
Swank
Heaton
Baridon
Vaughan
Heaton
Vaughan
Swank
Geiser
Vaughan
Hornberger
Oleson
Briggs
Geiser
Iowa
Iowa
[ova
[ova
Iowa
D.C.
D.C.
D.C.
Iowa
D.C.
D.C.
D.C.
D.C.
Mich.
Iowa
Iowa
111.
Iowa
Ohio
Ohio
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
111.
Iowa
111.
Iowa
N.Y.
111.
N.Y.
Iowa
Cal.
N .Y .
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F O R E IG N  V A R IE T IE S
Alkemade 1929 G. Lt. nopal red Lips streaked red and w. L.M. f ew 4 Bright color Cornell U. N.Y.
Alkemade 1927 G. Geranium pink Throat It., carmine pencil 
Dark red blotch on yel.
L.M. few 4 A clear color Cornell U. N.Y.
1927 G. Dark rose doree L.M. few 4 Slightly mottled Cornell U. N.Y.
1927 P.G. Rose pink Throat w., penciled yel. L. few 3 Attractive color Cornell U. N.Y.
1908 G. Deep rose pink Throat It., lips rich yel. 
Lips flecked cream, blend
L.M. few 1 Strong spike, keeps well Cornell U. N.Y.
1921 G. Lt. rosalane pur. L.M. few 1 Large spike, colorful Cornell U. N.Y.
1927 G. Rose doree Throat It., splashed w. 
Throat plain
M. few 1 Deep color, keeps well Cornell U. N.Y.
Mt. Cevis 1930 G. Delicate pink L.M. few 3 Strong spike Cornell U. N.Y.
1928 G. White to pink Lips penciled pur. L.M. few 3 Strong spike, keeps well Cornell U. N.Y.
Paon Brunelet P.G. Geranium pink Lips rich yel., dotted pk. L.M. med. 3 Mottled, colorful Cornell U. N.Y.
1906 G Bright rose doree W. blotch L. few 3 Attractive color Cornell U. N.Y.
Perle Brilliant Alkemade 1926 G. Pale blue-lavender Splashed pur., yel. streak L. few 1 Attractive color Cornell U. N.Y.
Prince Iota Brunelet G. Bright rose pink Dark red blotch on yel. L. med. 1 Striking color, keeps well Cornell U. N.Y.
1928 G. White Plain L.M. few 3 Pure white, strong spike Cornell U. N.Y.
1927 G. Hermosa pink Throat It., penciled pur. M. few 3 Many blooms Cornell U. N.Y.
1928 P.G. Eosine pink Lip It. yel. L.M. med. 4 Keeps well Cornell U. N.Y.
White City Alkemade 1919 G. White Lightly mottled L.M. few 3 Many blooms Cornell Ü. N.Y.
VARIETIES OF UNUSUAL COLOR COMBINATION
1918 P.G. Bishop’s purple Throat It., splashed yel. L.M. few 1 Small spike, colorful Swank Iowa
1922 P.G. Pompeon red, blend Mottled & streaked cream L.M. few 1 Attractive, tall spike Brown Mass.
1912 P. Pale mauve Deep pur. blotch on yel. L.M. few 2 Delicate color Cornell U. N.Y.
1925 P.G. Apricot orange Throat lt. or., lip yel. L.M. many 2 Mottled Cornell U. N.Y.
1930 P. Jasper red, mottled Throat yel., penciled red L.M. med. 1 Petals rolled Vaughan 111.
J. T. Pirie 1922 iG. Vinaceous purple Red blotch, on yel. L.M. few 1 Strong spike, keeps well Heaton Iowa
1915 P. Lt. purple, mottled Lips deep violet M. few 1 Fine for design work Baridon Iowa
P. Thulite, pink blend Carmine blotch on yel. M. many 1 Tall spike, attractive Cornell U. N.Y.
Diener 1917 P. Lt. orange pink Throat yel., carmine pencil L.M. few 1 Dwarf spike, neat Swank Iowa
Ocellus Kunderd 1927 P.G. Phlox pink Throat It., lip pur. M. few 1 Mottled many blooms Bill N.Y.
P. Coral red, blend Lips tinged yel. L.M. many 1 Attractive color Cornell U. N.Y.
Rosemary Austin 1925 P. Persian lilac, blend Throat flecked yel. L.M. med. 1 Attractive color Heaton Iowa
G. Laelia pink Throat It., lip rich yel. L.M. few 1 Soft color Austin Ohio
1925 G. Rocellin purple Lips dotted red & yel. L.M. many 1 Ruffled, mottled Austin Ohio
1923 P.G. Rose red Blended w., penciled L.M. few 1 Colorful Green Iowa
The Orchid Sprague 1924 P. Mallow pink Lip amber, streaked vi. M. med. 1 Fine for design work Oleson Iowa
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APPENDIX
(Sample record sheet used in variety studies.)
IOWA STATE COLLEGE VAR IETY TEST OF GLADIOLI
NO_____
Name
Originator. Date Intro.. Donated by.
Type. Observer. Date.
BLOOM: Size— Very large— large— medium— small.
Color and markings___________________ ________ _______1-----
Segments: Equal— unequal; connivent— separate. 
Upper: Horizontal— hooded— reflexed; broad— narrow. 
Lower: Straight— reflex; broad—-narrow.
Tube: Straight— curved; slender— stout; long— short; com­
pact— loose.
Stamens: Color of filament. of style
SPIKE: Tall— medium— short; erect— curved— drooping; free— fair—
REMARKS ON BLOOM: Compact, loose; keeping quality-— _ 
HABIT OF PLANT: Erect— drooping; tall— medium-^dwarf.
FOLIAGE : Well— furnished^medium— poor ; broaa— meaium— p jf IN ­
GROWTH: Good^medium— poor. Season: Early— mid-season—late.
PROLIFICACY: No. corms: Many— few. Size: Large— small.
No. of cormels: Many— few. Size: Large— small.
COMMERCIAL VALUE: Cut flower: Extra good— good— medium—
bloomer— no bloom. No. of blooms.
Branched?
Height of plant.
poor.
Landscape: Extra good— good— medium-
poor.
VALUE AS A  W HOLE: Extra good— good— mediurm-Hpoor.
REMARKS:
No. of corms planted. .No. that grew -_____.No. of spikes-—-
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